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ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the key technology of research and development on distributed co-simulation platform based on .NET, and puts forward architecture of distributed co-simulation platform based on .NET. The design aim of the frame is: fit for different platforms, conform to HLA standards and support distributed collaborative simulation, design a generality simulation and modeling platform of stronger extend ability so that the existing application can be easily integrated and deployed. The paper also introduces the method which uses XML and Web servers to realize the high distributed application in the internet, and explains some key technologies realization methods including using current simulation model with DLL and COM, simulation running control based on HLA, realization the collaborative communication with XML, and run manage of collaborative simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Co-simulation is used to make experiments and get information on the behavior of heterogeneous systems aiming at the validation of their design or at the evaluation of their performance. The large varieties of technologies make it difficult to conceive a generic mechanism, which promotes the cooperation between heterogeneous simulators. The complexity of current application systems have raised to a high level, these systems usually aggregate hardware and software cooperating parts. Their designs ask for models combining descriptions at different abstraction levels, and multiple specification languages are needed for representing those parts and/or abstraction levels [1]. Moreover, these parts are usually developed and validated by means of separate design processes. At various steps of these processes, however, it is necessary to verify if these parts interact correctly, in order to validate the overall functionality of the system. The validation of the whole system must take communication and cooperation aspects into account and may be extremely complex because of the system heterogeneity. In co-simulation environment, each simulator may send and receive data through a co-simulation interface that must handle communication, synchronization, and data format conversions. .NET and its relevance technologies provides a better platform for co-simulation of heterogeneous systems, this paper introduces the key technologies of co-simulation platform and also discusses those technology's realization methods.

2. AN OVERVIEW OF .NET

.NET is developed based on distributed computing, so it used some technologies of distributed computing, such as XML SOAP and so on. The main characteristic of .NET is:

1) Applications are hardware-independent
   All these languages are compiled via an intermediate binary code, which is independent of hardware and operating systems. This language is MSIL: Microsoft Intermediate Language.

2) Applications are portable
   Applications compiled as intermediate code are presented as Portable Executable (PE). .NET platform can be full or partial implemented over a vast range of hardware and software architectures.

3) All languages must comply with a common agreement
   To add a language to .NET, what is required in theory is for it to meet the requirements of the CLS (Common Language Specification), and for someone to develop a compiler from this language into MSIL. The fact that all the .NET languages are compiled in the form of an intermediate code also means that a class written in a language may be
derived in another language, and it is possible to instantiate in one language an object of a class written in another language.

Web services is one core technology of .NET, the goal of web services is to enable a software application to embed references to the available libraries of functions, data, and other software application on other computers in internet. Web services enable interoperability by developers to produce functions for reuse and to consume functions created by others anywhere on a network.

In .NET, Web service interfaces are usually specified using the Web Services Description Language (WSDL). Defined using XML, WSDL provides a standardized way to specify the operations in an interface, the input and output parameters of those operations.

Once an interface has been defined, some protocol must be used to invoke the operations in that interface and return any results. The most common protocol for invoking Web services is the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). SOAP, which is defined using XML, also relies on XML to define a standard format for the data protocol conveys. UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration) allows developers of Web service clients to locate the information they need, such as WSDL interfaces, to build clients that can use appropriate Web services.

Because of the variety of implementation technologies, previous attempts at distributed computing (CORBA, DCOM, RMI) have yielded systems where the coupling between various components in a system is too tight to be effective. Standardized, XML-based web services enable a much more powerful and effective programming solution within traditional programming languages.

3. CO-SIMULATION PLATFORM AND ITS KEY TECHNOLOGIES

3.1 Co-Simulation Platform

Co-simulation platform is a simulation integrated framework based on standard, which can support co-simulation between distributed, heterogeneous simulation models, and has the character of open and extended. Co-simulation platform is based on the object-oriented modeling and simulation method of continuous and discrete event mixed system, it provides the support of modeling methods and software environment for system modeling and integrating various modeling tools[4].

3.2 Key Techniques of Co-Simulation Platform

3.2.1 Modeling of co-simulation

In the co-simulation environment, various special people may master his familiar method of the system description; the special modeling method can better represent the various aspect of the system. Moreover, Aim at different simulation problem, the abstraction levels of the model's components are difference, using one model description can't satisfied with the demand of simulation. In order to make the conveniently cooperate between technologist and accurate description system, co-simulation environment must based on unified object model construction and support modeling method on mixed heterogeneous levels[4].

3.2.2 The communication of cooperation information

The communication of distributed network is challenged by the problems, such as heterogeneous physical environment, limited bandwidth of network, real time request. Moreover, the co-simulation environment involves a great deal of data, include model, simulation result and so on, and those datum have his own character, it is the key factor to use one data communication method, which can make effective communication, it should base on standard, easy to be realized and flexible extended data format.

3.2.3 Running management

In order to cooperate the simulation running between simulators, it is necessary to design a running manager to monitor the work state of the simulators. The manager also manages the simulation time and cooperate the simulation process, record the datum of simulation process. It can review simulation process when simulation is over [4].

4. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

4.1 Design Goal

The goal of co-simulation platform is: fit for different platforms, conforms to HLA standards and support distributed collaborative simulation, design a generality simulation and modeling platform of stronger extend ability and which can be easy deployed.

4.2 Overall Architecture

In order to realize the goal of design, this paper presents the architecture of co-simulation platform as figure 1. The developers design the simulation model by co-simulation platform and other commercial software, such as Matlab, System view, and deploy those models to the models libraries which store at Web Service. Consumers can use co-
Collaborative communication of all simulators can control the process of simulation running, and models from Web Service, and perform the simulation platform to search for the demand function, the main functions is:

5.2 Simulation Running Control Based on HLA

Figure 1: Architecture Of Co-Simulation Platform

5. REALIZATION TECHNOLOGY OF CO-SIMULATION PLATFORM

5.1 Simulation Modeling

In order to meet the demand of model recognition and using, a generic specification of model configuration should be defined, it prescribes the naming and realization rules of interior interface function, the main functions is:

Model Initialize, defines basic function characteristics, including sample times, initial conditions of continuous and discrete states, and the sizes array.

Model Derivatives, calculates the derivatives of the continuous state variables.

Model Updates, discrete states, sample times, and major time step requirements.

Model Outputs, Calculates the outputs of the function.

Model Terminate, Performs any necessary end-of-simulation tasks.

The co-simulation platform perform modeling task by the style of flow chart, the system simulation model can be easy built by mouse drag operation.

5.2 Simulation Running Control Based on HLA

HLA/RTI offer an environment of simulation software, it can connect the object which accord with the simulation request [3]. RTI is the core of co-simulation platform, it can provide the function such as: user login, managing varieties sub modules of simulation, the operation of object class (like creating new object, updating object, edit the attribute of object, deleting the object), managing of simulation time. The HLA member running time framework is as figure 2.

5.3 Collaborative Communication Based XML

The format of communication datum which transfer between Simulators in Distributed system can conform to the standard definition of PDU in IEEE1278.1-1995. The Structure of PDU is very complex, In order to support convenient access of upper levels application, object-oriented class encapsulating technology can be used to encapsulate the data structure and operation into of each PDU into a class, that can hide details of lower level's communication to upper levels, which is convenient for the development of upper levels. Owing to the encapsulating of PDU, the interface can keep fixed when the structure of PDU changes, it is beneficial to expand and modify the simulation system.

XML (Extensible Markup Language) is the collaborative work standard between Web Services and co-simulation platform, it is applied to data share and communication. It is easy to realize the data transform between XML and PDU object by the method of serializing and deserializing.
5.4 Compatible to Current Simulation Models

There are a large number of available models in current simulation system; those models are developed by business or user and stored in the style of DLL function libraries, COM component, or other type of file, the other type of file can be built into DLL or COM by the tools provided by commercial simulation software. DLL and COM can be integrated into Web Service; users of heterogeneous system can reuse those models. The method of Compatible to current simulation models is as figure 3.

![Figure 3: Compatible To Current Simulation Models](image)

5.5 Simulation Engine Design

Simulation engine is a simulation control program that drives simulation files according to simulation process operation. The drive modes are different for continuous and discrete simulation.

5.5.1 Discrete event simulation of continuous system

(1) Discrete event model of continuous system

\[
\begin{align*}
y &= f_x(t, x, u) \\
x &= f_x(t, x, u) \\
x_{di+1} &= f_u(t, x, u)
\end{align*}
\]

Where,

\[x = x_c + x_d\]  

(2) Discrete event simulation process of continuous system

5.5.2 Discrete event system simulation process

![Figure 4: Digital Simulations With Discrete Analog Method Flowchart Of Structure Diagram](image)

5.5.3 Drive process design of simulation engine

There are great differences between continuous system simulation and discrete event simulation in simulation method. The continuous system usually adopts numerical integration or discrete analog method and uses differential equation, state equation or difference equation to describe the system. It also concerns the instantaneous state of dynamic system when the simulation result is obtained. However, discrete event simulation usually takes Monte Carlo Method. Its core is discrete event’s arrangement and processing and simulation clock step. Although their simulation methods are different, they both belong to clock step driving mode in simulation driving process. If the events scan and generation mechanism of discrete events are described by system input and
output, the simulation operation in every clock step of both systems can be described by structure diagram. Therefore, a common driving process of simulation engine can be designed, which can meet both system needs.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The characteristics of distributed co-simulation platform based on .NET are: on one hand, it enhances the generic of simulation system by way of supporting various collaborations, on the other hand, it improves the ability of extendable and flexibility of system. It is easy to integrate current application and develop new application. The key technologies discussed in this paper have been applied in the project of Communication System. Co-simulation Platform, in the next work we will extend the applying domain of this platform and study the key technologies of designing generic co-simulation platform based on WWW browser by the tool of ASP.NET.
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